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Despite all the bombastic, grand statements at COP26 in Glasgow, two things are abundantly clear: the Paris
Agreement is not enough to stop climate change, and the lack of short-term goals means we cannot guarantee
we will reach the target set 6 years ago to achieve zero emissions by 2050. If nothing changes, we will only cut
the emissions forecast for 2030 by 7.5%.
As the Earth deteriorates and those in power continue to argue over who should foot the bill for the energy
transition, we need to ensure that the battle to save the environment is waged at a pace which is economically
sustainable, too. The solution to climate change means cutting emissions in the sectors that generate most
pollution, such as electricity and heating, which account for over 40% of global CO2, and generating not just
cleaner, but also cheaper energy. It’s nothing new; Thomas Edison said it 140 years ago, during the energy
transition triggered by the invention of the incandescent lamp: “We will make electric light so cheap that only the
wealthy can afford to burn candles”. Upon inventing a commercially viable light bulb, Edison brought electric light
to people’s homes, freeing up their lifestyles from the constraints of the solar cycle and doing away with indoor
smoke. The climate battle will only be won by making renewable energy cheaper and levying a Pigovian tax on
those who insist on burning candles.
Fortunately, part of the solution is already here; the learning curve in photovoltaic, solar thermal and wind power
has flattened so drastically over the last 10 years - by -85%, -68% and -56%, respectively - that new renewable
energy installed capacity is already a cheaper alternative to fossil fuels in over three quarters of the world.
1. RENEWABLE ENERGIES: LEVELIZED COST OF ENERGY (LCOE) (*)
Sources: IRENA, Renewable Power Generation costs (2020) and Banca March
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(*) The cost of converting a source of power such as wind power into electricity measured in $/kWh. Includes the costs incurred over the life of an
asset (construction, financing, fuel, operation and maintenance, taxes and incentives) divided by total expected production. WACC of 7.5% OECD
countries & China and 10% RoW. The grey area shows the cost of fossil fuel power plants between the 5th and 95th percentiles.

The problem is that these energy sources only work when there is wind and sun. The lack of storage capacity means
that in some regions, like the EU, we have to resort to gas in response to inclement weather conditions or spikes in
demand. This situation is particularly evident at times like the present, when a breakdown in the supply chain has
driven gas stockpiles to 15% below normal and had a devastating effect on electricity prices. Our heavy dependence
on Russia - which imports 44% of Europe’s gas needs - and the political pressure to secure approval of Russia’s Nord
Stream 2 pipeline means we are currently suffering particularly acutely.
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3. CONSTRUCTION TIME BY ENERGY SOURCE

2. GAS STOCKPILES IN EUROPE (*)
Sources: Bloomberg Intelligence, Energy Information Administration, Sargent
& Lundy, Lazard and Banca March, and Banca March
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(*) Average % of gas reserves calculated since 2009.

This situation has clearly evidenced the need for energy sources like nuclear power, which increase our energy
independence and stabilise electricity prices. Unfortunately, the solution to the current bottlenecks are unlikely
to be quick. As figure 3 shows, commissioning new plants takes time: 3 to 9 months for solar power and 6 to 20
months for on and offshore wind power, versus 3 years for combined cycle plants and 5 to 10 years for nuclear
power plants. Renewable energies are, without question, the way forward: The International Energy Agency
estimates that investment in these energies needs to triple and then remain constant for at least ten years if
current decarbonisation targets are to be met. Meanwhile, the US, which has conspicuously taken a back seat
thus far, is about to bring in some significant changes: Biden’s Build Back Better agenda has a green component
worth $550bn; once approved, the framework will seek to ensure that 40% of US electricity is generated using
solar power by 2035.
To ensure the energy transition is a success, we must take one step at a time, ensuring that every decision along
the way is economically viable. What better cautionary tale than Edison; when his project for US electrification
using direct current failed, he was forced to sell his company to J.P. Morgan, which went on to create what we
now know as General Electric.

Joan Bonet Majó
Chief Investment Strategist
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IMPORTANT REMARK:
The contents of this document are merely illustrative and do not pretend, are not and cannot be considered
under any circumstances as an investment recommendation towards the contracting of financial products. This
document has only been prepared to help the customer make an independent and individual decision but does
not intend to replace any type of advice needed for the contracting of such products. The terms and conditions
described in this document are to be viewed as preliminary terms only, subject to discussion and negotiation as
well as to the agreement and final drafting of the terms affecting the transaction, which will appear in the contract
or certificate to be issued. Consequently, Banca March, S.A. and its customers are not bound by this document
unless both parties decide to embark on a specific transaction and agree on the terms and conditions concerning
the final documents to be approved. Banca March, S.A. does not offer any guarantee, expressly or implicitly, in
relation with the information shown in this document. All terms, conditions and prices contained in this document
are merely informative and subject to modifications depending on the market circumstances, changes in laws,
jurisprudence, administrative procedures or any other issue which may affect them. The customer should be
aware that the products mentioned in this document may not be appropriate for his/her specific investment
targets, financial situation or risk profile. For this reason the customer must make his/her own decisions by taking
into account such circumstances and by obtaining specialised advice in tax, legal, financial, regulatory, accounting
issues or any other type of information required. Banca March, S.A. does not assume any responsibility for any
direct or indirect costs or loss which may result from the use of this document or its contents. No part of this
document can be copied, photocopied or duplicated in any way or through any means, redistributed or quoted
without a previous written authorisation by Banca March, S.A.
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